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G’day and welcome to the Dawn - Rise of the Occulites
Frequently Asked Questions document.
This document will be updated regularly to include any and
all rules questions that come up across Dawn’s lifespan. Most
are just clarifications, but it also includes a small amount of
errata.
A revised rulebook that includes this errata can be
downloaded from www.darwin-games.com.au on the Dawn
- Rise of the Occulites page.
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Breakaway Tests
Q) Its clear that if I start the turn adjacent to an
enemy figure I have to use the break away action
if I want to move. What if I move adjacent to an
enemy as part of my move - does my move end
immediately, or can I move past the enemy. I’m
guessing I’m supposed to stop as soon as I enter
a hex adjacent to an enemy, but wanted to double
check.
A) Whenever you want to move out of a space that
is adjacent to an opposing figure, you need to take a
breakaway test. In your example, your move doesn’t end,
but to then move out of that hex you will need to take
another breakaway test. If you don’t want to get stuck next
to an opposing figure, the best way is to not engage them.
Q) Can a player allow an opposing figure to leave
a space adjacent to one of their figures with out
having to take a break away test?
A) Yes they can. On page 64 it gives guidelines for not
only 3/4 player games, but also for use in 2 player games
if the occasion arises. One of these guidelines talks about
Alliances, but they are not binding. Hence if you have a
temporary alliance (due to both attacking predators etc...)
you would both be friendly to each other, thus not requiring
a Break Away test. But this is at the discretion of the
players.
Q) On a Break Away - you draw a card from the
Natural Selection deck. What stat do you add your
speed to? We’ve added it to the Activate value.
A) Essentially you add your Speed to the highest value on
the card. Remember you can add ‘Boost’ cards from your
hand to increase the value.
Some further explanation on this:
For tests you always add it to the main value (largest value)
of the card. For example, a card whose largest number
is on the spear icon is an aggressive card. A card whose
largest number is on the shield is a defensive card (page
8 Natural Selection Deck Card Explanation). So you add
the speed to either the aggressive or defensive value of the
card (depending on whether it is an aggressive card or a
defensive one).
Q) During a break-away action, if your draw is a
boost card, does the value on the card affect the
outcome of the action?
A) If you draw a Boost card for a Break Away action, its
number counts. You can still add Boost cards from your
hand to increase it.
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For example, a Floris figure (with Speed 5) tries to Break
Away from a Nimbus Occulite (with Speed 6). Both players
draw a card from the NSD. The Floris draws a Boost +2
card and the Nimbus draws an Aggressive 3 card. The
Floris’ Boost +2 card counts as 2, giving him a total of 7
and the Nimbus counts as a total of 9. Either player may
add Boost cards from their hand to further increase their
total.

Combats
Q) Since “Before Combat” cards can be played
in Step One of combat, and declaring the attack
is Step Two, can only the attacker play a “Before
Combat” card? Is it interpreted strictly that, since
it is technically before you have declared who the
defender is, that only the attacker can; or is it
“common sense” who the defender is, so they can
also play a card?
A) Yes they can.
Once a Combat is declared you first go to:
Step 1 - Either player may choose to use a Card Effect with
Trigger ‘Before a Combat’. Certain Card Effects may cancel
the Combat... etc...
Since the Combat has been declared, both players have the
option to play one of those cards.
In Step 2 in the breakdown, it defines what Declare Attack
is, which is essentially whether the Attacker chooses a card
from your hand or to Let Nature Take its Course.
In Step 3, the Defence then does the same.
So essentially:
* A player initiates a Combat
* Either player can play a card with a ‘Before a Combat’
trigger on it
* Attacker chooses a card from hand or Lets Nature Take its
Course
* Defender does the
same etc...
Q) So when a
defender rolls
0 successes in
a combat they
instantly die no
matter what the
attacker rolled?
Even if the
attacker rolled 0
success too?

Breakaway Tests and Combats

A) No, the attacker needs to have rolled at least one
success (otherwise it wouldn’t count as being beaten). For
clarity, on page 13 in Step 10 Resolve Combat, the second
paragraph should read like this:
‘If the Attacker rolls any number of success and the
Defender rolls no successes, it is considered to be beaten by
x4 and is instantly killed and removed from the board.’ This
has been corrected in the latest rulebook download.

Gangup Attacks
Q) Lets say there was a combat that looked like this
(P=Palaudis, H=Hydris):
P1 is adjacent to H1 who is adjacent to P2 who is
adjacent to H2 who is adjacent to P3. Would P2 be
able to support both P1 and P3 combats in the same
turn?
A) So I’m assuming P2 is in the middle like this [P1][H1]
[P2][H2][P3] in a big line?
If so, then yes, P2 can support both combats as when P1
attacks H1, H2 cannot get involved as P3 has him covered.
Likewise when P3 attacks, H1 cannot get involved as P1 has
him covered. Hydris really doesn’t want to let themselves
get into this position.

for using actions to hide? seems like it would be
better to just use the action to move either get away
from something you don’t want to be next to or
closer to something you want to be closer to.
A) It provides a framework to key off of for scenarios and
provides another option. In some circumstances it will
be better to move away and others it would be better to
Hide. Most importantly it is important when dealing with
Predators. Puscuals will only take Awareness Tests to spot
them when everyone is Hidden, otherwise you can get some
relief. Hiding in terrain while approaching a Podmothine is
also a sensible move as you won’t get targeted.

Movement
Q) I’d like more clarification on what actions can
be done when a figure is adjacent to an opposing
figure. The rules say you can’t “Move” your figure
when it is adjacent to an enemy. Is it referring
to the Move action or to any action that would
physically place the figure in a new space?
A) You cannot move out of a space adjacent to an enemy
figure via any method without using a Break Away Test, a
card effect or an Ability that states otherwise.

Hiding and Being Hidden

Objective Cards

Q) If a figure is hidden and an opposing figure
moves adjacent to the hidden figure what happens
if the hidden figure wants to move? Do they still
need to preform a break away test?
A) Page 17 in the Hide paragraph, ‘The figure stays hidden
until it is spotted by an Awareness Test (see page 18) or it
chooses to use an action to do something else.’ Therefore,
when it chooses to use a Move action, it is no longer
Hidden and would require a Break Away Test. Learned
Abilities from future
expansions may
change this (for
example Floris has
an ability that allows
it to move within the
Hidden Terrain Piece
without losing its
Hidden status.)

Q) On the Tribe Objective cards there is a ‘2’ on top
of an sungem. Does this mean you gain 2VP plus a
Sungem, 2 sungems or....?
A) If you achieve the objective but don’t use the ability
down the bottom, you can cash it in after the scenario for
2 Sungems. These don’t count towards scenario victory
conditions. They are added to your Campaign Sungem total.

Q) I’m also
curious to know
what are the
strategic reasons

Prone
Q) Do figures have to break away if adjacent to a
prone enemy?
A) No. This was implied in the rules, but was perhaps not
explicit enough in the printed rulebook. This has been
added to the revised rulebook on page 12.
Q) Can prone models make an awareness test?
A) No. This was implied in the rules, but was perhaps not
explicit enough in the printed rulebook. This has been
added to the revised rulebook on page 12.
Q) Do prone models count towards outnumbering
if adjacent to a pair of combatants?

Gangup Attacks, Hidden, Movement, Objectives, Prone
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A) No. This is covered on page 12 of the rulebook.

Ready Action

Q) One of my occulites takes a ready action at the
end of its turn, and during my opponents turn it
is attacked twice. Do I draw one card each time
its attacked (for a total of two) or just one? Can I
choose to let Nature Take Its Course during the
defense and have a hand with over 7 cards?
A) It states that you draw a card for any and all attacks. So
you will draw one for each time it is attacked. In your case,
it would draw one for each of the two attacks for a total of
two.
You can of course choose to let nature take its course with
one, both or none of them in defence, but you MUST play
the card that you do that with each time. This would allow
you to have a hand with over 7 cards. But when you take a
Replenish action, you only draw up to a hand limit of 7.

Rerolls
Q) Perhaps I missed it in the rule book, but I’m not
clear on what a reroll entails.
All the dice? One die? Selected dice?
A) This was an omission due to the formatting of the page.
It has been added into the most recent download of the
rulebook at the bottom of page 14.
In the printed rulebook, it should read as the following:
A reroll allows you to choose one of your dice to reroll and
count its new result instead of the old one.
So four rerolls would allow you to choose up to four of
your dice to reroll and count their new results instead of
the original ones. You can never reroll a die that you have
already rerolled unless an ability states otherwise.

Scenarios
Q) The scenarios that allow the opponent to place
your selected terrain seem kind of odd. Wouldn’t
it be in the opponents best interest to place your
selected terrain piece off in the corner where you
wouldn’t be able to utilize it?
Fair question. There are several scenarios that ask for this
which I have listed below. The details of the scenario will
usually mitigate the issue you point out.
Scenario Two asks for this, but also states the centre of the
board should be fairly clear. So that’s not an issue.
Scenario Six also asks for this, but then Search Tokens are
placed in the Terrains, so regardless of where they are,
players will need to make their way to them. There is also a
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restriction of not being within 10 spaces of each other.
Scenario Seven also asks for this, but should have fairly
clear centre of the board.
Scenario Ten also asks for this, but since the Nymphlets can
be sort of herded due to colour wedge selection, any sneaky
placements can be mitigated through that. Nymphlets will
move lots as well.
Scenario Eleven asks for this as well, but the Defender gets
to place one. The others will need to be strategically chosen
to be of use. The Defender probably doesn’t want too much
terrain near their Home Cave anyway.
Q) How do you determine the order of set up in
Scenarios? Does tribal placement bounce back
and for between players with each player placing
one tribe member at a time? Who places the first
figure?
A) Setup is done simultaneously in most cases unless
stated. If it is not stated, each player takes it in turns to
place one figure.
Q) Do you have to bring every member of your tribe
to a scenario? could you leave some Luftles out of a
Scenario?
A) Yes you always bring all members of a Tribe (unless the
scenario states otherwise). If you have recruited Luftles,
they follow your Tribe, so if you have them on your roster,
they will be used. They are part of the tribe and so are
always included.

Scenarios - 12 - ‘Egg’celent Drunmoths
Q) The ‘Egg’celent Drunmoth Eggs scenario has an
odd end condition. It says the scenario doesn’t end
until one figure from each tribe has been killed. But
what if the tribes team up to take the Drunmoths
down and then no one wants to be the one to kill
opposing figures
(because they’d
lose 3 vp)? If all
players agree
could we just say
the scenario is
over? or is it built
around the idea
that some tribes
should be getting
the treacherous
ability? and if
that’s the case
what if no one

Ready Action, Rerolls, Scenarios, Scenario 12

wants to engage in combat?
A) There is a small omission in this scenario. It should read:
The game ends when a figure from each Tribe has lost all
his or her Health and is removed from the board, or when
all members of a Tribe have left the board.
This has been added to the most recent rulebook download.

Scenarios - 13 - Surrounded
Q) In the Surrounded scenario when it says “Once
in a tree overlay space you may move amongst the
adjacent trees as though it were scenic terrain”
does this mean that for this scenario that cards are
not drawn at the start of each round to see what
happens for Occulites up in the trees?
A) Yes that is correct, they are treated as Scenic Feature
Terrain instead after they are climbed.
We found that having so many figures up in the trees like
that was too brutal as every round so many cards were
being drawn that figures were getting picked off and falling
out of the tree constantly.
It was a heap of fun, but not great for campaign play. One
off games were great though!

Scenarios - 14 - Rain of Fire
Q) Scenario 14 Rain of Fire doesn’t specify exactly
how many scenic terrain should be in the set up.
A) This is a typo and should read:
Take turns placing six Scenic Feature Terrains around the
board (aka the Piles of Rocks and Bushes)
This has been corrected in the most recent rulebook
download.

Scenarios - 16 - A Strong Southerly
Q) Doesn’t
Scenario 16
need a different
ending? couldn’t
all players agree
to just forever
mine Moon Petals
which would kind
of destroy the VP
currency of the
game? Can figures
choose to walk
off the board or
can only the wind

blow them off?
A) No, it is correct as is. There are 8 Event cards in the
deck (and they are shuffled back in each time the deck is
shuffled) so the wind will be regularly blowing them away.
All figures are blown when an Event card comes up and are
moved a number of spaces equal to the lowest main number
on the cards in their hands.
Players can always move off the board unless the scenario
states otherwise. A good player will grab some Moon Petals
and high tail it to ensure they have more VP than their
opponent. In addition to all that for each figure that gets
blown off, you lose 2 VP.
Moon Petals are treated just like Sungems during the
Scenario, so Occulites can only carry one Moon Petal at a
time, and they can be passed or stolen by using the Steal
Sungem Card Effect.

Situational Abilities
Q) Why would you want to get Treacherous?
A) The ability Treacherous has both a negative and
positive to having it. It is a legitimate strategy to go for
it and then avoid scenarios where there is a penalty for
injuring or killing other Tribe members. The positive of
having Treacherous is that you can spend a Tribal Token to
increase the amount of damage in a successful attack by 1.

Sungems
Q) After a combat, one of the figures that is holding
a Sungem plays a ‘Shove’ card effect, pushing the
other figure one space away. Can the pushed figure
now play a Steal Sungem card effect and get his
Sungem?
A) No because he is now out of range. You need to be
adjacent to Steal a Sungem.
Q) If an Occulite is killed, what happens if it was
holding a Sungem?
A) Exactly the same thing that happens if a figure becomes
Prone while holding a Sungem. It drops the Sungem in an
adjacent space that is chosen by the figure that dropped it.
Q) If both players play a Steal Sungem card after
a combat, can the Sungem be stolen back if it was
stolen by the first effect?
A) Yes.

Scenario 13, 14 and 16, Situational Abilities, Sungems
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Terrain - Lava Flats
Q) The Lava Flats terrain states that if all cards
drawn are boosts cards then the figure dies. So if I
only originally had planned on moving through one
space of Lava Flats but I draw a boost card for that
movement then I better keep moving through the
lava flats until I don’t draw a boost card?
A) You draw a card when you move out of the Lava Flat
space, so you will have determined where you are moving
to before you draw. Therefore, you may well just get burnt.
You cannot change your mind on where you’ve moved. You
would have to be unlucky to get burnt though.
Q) One more Lava Flats question. I only draw cards
when I move through a lava flats space correct? so
if a figure moves onto a space and then stops they
wouldn’t have to draw any cards?
A) Correct, but when you move out of it, you do. It is
essentially as you leave a Lava Flat space, you must draw a
card.

Terrain - Trees

Q) Trees seem super dangerous. Why would you
ever want to climb one?
A) Trees are super dangerous. This is due to the fact that
you are untouchable up there. There are limited Ranged
Combat options in the game, so it is designed this way to
avoid players camping out up a Tree. Thematically, some
trees in Crepusculum are sentient and aren’t always what
you think they are. They don’t always play nice.
Why climb one? Floris have abilities that can key off being
up a Tree. They can get away from other Tribe members,
ambush from up there and then Nimbus players can glide
further from elevated positions (which include trees), so
they don’t even need to climb, they can glide from one tree
to another if they are placed close enough together.
They can also be used in custom/future scenarios where
climbing a tree would be important, for example ‘Eggcelent Drunmoth Eggs’ requires players to climb trees to
steal Drunmoth eggs.
Q) The rules for being in a tree say: Each new turn
draw a natural selection card for each figure in a
tree. Is this correct?
A) No, this is a typo sorry. It should read each new round.
Not turn sorry.

Terrain - Water
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Q) The River wants you to draw higher then your
speed which seems both confusing and counter
intuitive. It is confusing because the Deep Lake
wants you to draw low. It’s counter intuitive
because why is a faster figure worse at swimming
the a slower figure. What were the reasons for
having Rivers work this way?
A) I understand your point. This is a gameplay decision as it
means that figures with a slower Speed score are not double
penalised. They would be slower to get around the river and
would have difficulty in getting across the river, whereas a
figure that had a higher Speed score would have an easier
time both physically moving around the river and crossing
it. I found that it had too large a benefit for higher Speed
figures.
To justify this thematically, you could see figures with a
lower Speed score as heavier/stronger which makes it
easier for them to traverse the rapids, whereas higher Speed
figures are lighter and would be carried away more easily.
Whereas in Deeper Water being faster allows you to tread
water more effectively than Heavier figures. But primarily it
is a call to improve the gameplay.
Q) The Deep Lake wants you to draw lower then
your speed but then the rules state you can modify
the drawn card with a boost card. In this case
would the boost value subtract from the value of
the drawn card?
A) Correct. But I can see that I haven’t stated that explicitly
which I apologise for. For modifying card draws for Deep
Lake, Boost cards reduce the value of the card instead of
increase it. This is a specialised case and has been added to
the latest rulebook download.
Q) If you need to get a low result when testing, do
you take the highest or lowest value on the card?
So far we have always taken the highest printed
number on the card, is this correct?
A) Yes, the highest
value on the card is
always the one used
for tests.

Tribal Tokens
Q) Using a tribal
token to change a
natural selection
card type.
Suppose I have
a card with an

Terrain - Lava Flats, Trees, Water, Tribal Tokens

attack of 10 and a defense of 5, so its an aggressive
10 card. I played a tribal token to change it to a
defensive 10 card. My opponent took the “while
keeping the same value” part of the rule to mean
keep the 5, so it became a defensive 5 card. Which
is right?
A) The “while keeping the same value” means that you keep
the value of its main number. So playing an Aggressive 10
card, then using the Tribal Token to change it, will change it
to a Defensive 10 card.
Q) Can you use tribal tokens during an opponent’s
turn? (eg. To use combat cards effects when
defending)?
A) Yes. Remember, you can only spend one Tribal Token
on each Occulite per turn though. So you could play one
on ‘Grublic’ during your turn and then another one on
‘Grublic’ during your opponent’s turn.

the Podmothine (because the map is descending
down to it)? Or does the first movement just have
to be towards the Podmothing (to count as being
elevated) then they could move however they want?
A) Correct. First movement should be downhill to count
as being from an elevated position. Think of this as getting
the required height to be able to catch a thermal. In this
example though, you will realise that unless you are going
towards the Podmothine, the bonus +2 movement for
moving from an elevated position is largely nullified by
the requirement to be moving from an elevated position
initially.

Tribes - Nimbus
Q) Can a Nimbus Occulite use their Masters of the
Air ability to go from a non-elevated position to the
top of a tree with out having to climb? Their ability
says they may choose to ignore all terrain... they
move through as long as they do so with one move
or charge action.
This makes it seem like they can not do this but
then the innate goes on to say: If they would need
two actions to clear a terrain overlay, they suffer
the effects of the terrain.
This makes it seem like they can do this but they’d
suffer the effects of the tree which is nothing at the
present moment.
A) They can do this. The idea is that they can only fly short
distances (aka one move/charge action). If they have to
use two movements to get across, it must land at the end
of the first, thus
being affected by the
terrain. So a Nimbus
can fly into a tree
from the ground with
one Move action.
Q) Also when
using the Masters
of the Air ability
in the Podmothine
scenario do they
have to end their
turn closer to

Tribes - Nimbus
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